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Abstract:
Sign language is widely used by hearing-impaired people all over the world. As we’ve

observed recent advancements in the technological field belonging to Artificial Intelligence,

Machine Learning and Deep Learning, the cutting edge deep learning techniques have been

immense in developing various algorithms for helping the people who need help. With the

new deep learning techniques, there has been enormous attention given by the researchers

for sign language conversion. In this paper, we are reviewing some of the recent work in the

domain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Speech impaired people around

the world communicate using sign

language. It is important for the person

with whom they are communicating to

know sign language. There are Human

Interpreters available at the cost of

money and privacy. Someone who comes

from an average background cannot

afford an interpreter, and having an

interpreter can sometimes lead to an

embarrassing moment and at the cost of

revealing sensitive information to them.

While sign language is an

important mode of communication for

speech impaired people, normal people

tend to ignore the importance of sign

language. The hearing impaired are more

in trouble due to their hearing inability;

they are sometimes unable to understand

and as a consequence, they withdraw

themselves from society and isolate
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themselves. When speech impaired

people have to visit a clinic, they need to

make sure that they have a doctor who is

proficient in sign language so that they

can convey the symptoms and the

required treatment can be done. If the

Doctor has no idea about the sign

language then the issue may escalate

since he wasn’t able to understand what

the issue was and hence the doctor might

not be able to prescribe a proper medicine

or treatment to them.

One of the similar problems can

be faced in the educational institutions

where the speech-impaired person might

have not been able to understand a

particular topic and if he is unable to

convey his doubts then the concept might

remain unclear to him. Speech-impaired

people face a lot of issues in their daily

life, like asking directions, or maybe if

they need to enquire something, if they

don’t have an interpreter around them.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

For a smooth interaction between

people and speech impaired people, a

language mode is created called Sign

Language, although not everyone is

familiar with it since it is different from

normal text. So they depend on

vision-based communication for

communication. To close this gap the

Computer Vision Approach seems to be

more effective and it minimizes the cost

of interpreters up to some extent.

In the paper “Sign Language

Recognition to Aid Physically

Challenged using OpenCV and CNN”

by Dr V.Subedha and her students[1].

They used images of sign language which

acted as their dataset. The images were

alphabets A-Z and each alphabet had 150

signs of 28x28 pixels. They used

TensorFlow. Their model consisted of a

couple of Conv2D and Maxpooling

Layers, which was followed by some

completely connected dense layers. The

final layer was used to provide output for

the 26 letters of alphabets. The dropout

layer was used after the second layer for

regularization and softmax function in the

final layer for prediction.

In the paper “Sign Language

Recognition” by Keerthana P and her

colleagues[2]. They used a webcam to

capture the image, which continuously

captured the frames and provided the raw

data. The collected images were RGB

which had to be processed before the

images were rendered. OTSU algorithm

was used and a greyscale was

transformed to a binary image using the

algorithm. The point of interest was the

hands, so the image segmentation was

done in two ways. The first being, Local



or pixel-based method which included

edge detection. The second being, mixing

the regions, splitting regions and the

threshold process. The approach used was

computer vision, which maps a

segmented image and extracts a feature.

Objects or signs with similar

characteristics can be used to categorize,

such a combination is called pattern

recognition. A classification takes N

features as inputs and gives one output: a

classification or judgment. The decision

rule which is a space or subset determines

the relationship between input and output.

Classifier ability of a classifier to classify

objects based on the rule.

In the paper “Chinese

fingerspelling recognition” by Yalan

Gao and his colleagues[3]. They used a

dataset of 720 coloured images of 30

isolated Chinese Sign Language.

Normalization was done where the hand

gesture was extracted and the background

was set to zero. The gray value was later

reduced from 256 to 8 using Principal

Component Analysis. The training and

testing were split into a 7:3 ratio and

classification was done using “Fuzzy

Support Vector Machine”.

In the paper “Indian Sign

Language Recognition using CNN” by

Keerthi Reddy and her colleagues[4]. The

dataset used was self-made by them by

capturing the images using the webcam.

Each gesture had 1,000 images and 25

such gestures were captured which means

in total 25,000 images were captured.

The gestures recorded were done in plain

background. Then the image

smoothening process was done where the

noises were reduced by using the

Gaussian Blur method. Image

segmentation was performed to extract

features from a particular gesture. The

system uses CNN which consists of 3

layers. Each input was passed through

various convolution and pooling layers.

There were a total of 7 convolutional

layers, 7 pooling layers followed by 2

fully connected layers. Max pooling was

used for the pooling layers.

In the paper “Communication

Application for Gifted People” by Prof.

Pratiksha Shevatekar and her students[5].

The data was collected by capturing a

video of 24 different alphabets by 20

people. The frames are extracted from the

video and the frame is converted to HSV

Colour space. Then it's smoothened to

finally the binary image so that it avoids

consideration of skin-coloured objects

other than the hand. Then the results are

achieved using skin filtering. Then the

Canny Edge detection algorithm is used

to detect the edges. The optimal weight

was computed and classified by using



Brute Force Search Method Algorithm,

Genetic Algorithm and Fisher’s Linear

Discriminant Analysis. The suggested

algorithms were GMM and Adaptive

Skin Colour Segmentation and Fuzzy Set

II for Author thresholding and detections.

In the paper “American Sign

Language Identification Using Hand

Trackpoint Analysis” by the authors

Yugam Bajaj and Puru Malhotra[6]. The

data was collected using the webcam

where 4 volunteers participated and made

a gesture of 24 American Alphabets, the

background was kept plain. The captured

images were later passed to Mediapipe

Hand Tracking where the coordinates of

the hand point were extracted using the

Cuboidal Bounding Box and Cubical

Bounding Box. Three algorithms were

used to achieve the goals which were:

k-Nearest Neighbour Classifier, Random

Forest Classifier and Neural Network.

In the paper “Sign Language

Interpreter using Image Processing and

Machine Learning '' by Omar Vedak and

his colleagues [7]. The dataset was created

by recording a video of the sign language

of 26 English Alphabets which was

volunteered by 2 different individuals.

The video was then broken down into

frames and 250 images for each sign

were obtained. They were then split into

4800 images for training and 1200

images for testing. Before feature

extraction, the images were processed in

such a way that only the useful

information was considered and the noise

eliminated. The images were converted

into 100 * 100-pixel size and then into a

binary image. The edge detection was

performed using the Canny Edge

Detector. The feature extraction was done

using the Histogram of Oriented

Gradients(HOG). The SVM algorithm

was used to classify the signs.

In the paper “Sign Language

Recognition using Sensor Gloves” by

Yasir Niaz Khan and Syed Atif Mehdi [8],

the author uses the sensor gloves to

predict the Sign Language made by the

user. It uses the gesture of the hand to

predict the Sign Language and give its

output. It uses the Artificial Neural

Network approach to calculate the sensor

values. The Network has 7 input nodes, a

hidden layer with 54 nodes and 26 output

nodes, where each denotes one Alphabet.

In the paper “Sign Language

Recognition using Kinetic” by Simon

Lang and his colleagues [9], the author

uses Microsoft Kinect which is capable

of tracking a body movement and then it

uses the Hidden Makarov Models

(HMM) for the recognition part. The

signs were recognized based on

handshape, palm orientation, location and

movement. When a particular sign is



made the probability of the sign is

calculated by the HMM and the

prediction is done. To implement the

HMM more precisely they have used the

Dragonfly framework. The observations

are recorded and the data such as the

position of the hand, speed and others are

stored in a vector, every time the user

actions drop the speed threshold the

action is stored and a new vector is

assigned for the new action.

In the paper “Using Deep

Convolutional Networks for Gesture

Recognition” by Vivek Bheda and N.

Dianna Radpour[10], the CNN architecture

is trained on 22 handshapes which

correspond to 26 letters of the Alphabet

and 10 digits hand signs. The recognition

was based on the American Sign

Language and focused more on the

individual letter. They used the approach

of Mini Batch Stochastic Gradient

Descent since this was supervised

learning. The images were being padded

to 200*200. The architecture had 3

groups of 2 convolutional layers followed

by a max-pool layer and a dropout layer

and then followed by two groups of fully

connected layers and a dropout layer and

at last, were connected to one layer of

output.

In the paper “American Sign

Language Recognition Using Leap

Motion Sensor” by Ching-Hua Chuan

and his colleagues[11]. The author uses

Leap Motion Controller which is a

compact and affordable sensor for hand

and finger movements in 3D space. The

sensor reports data such as position and

spread of palm and fingers based on the

sensor’s coordinate. The data was

collected with the help of 2 faculty

members and 1 speech-impaired person.

The signer was asked to hold for 5

seconds with the sign for the device to

record the sign language. The algorithms

used were k-Nearest Neighbour and

Support Vector Machine for it to

recognise the sign language.

Fig.1. Indian Sign Language

In the paper “Bangla Language

Modeling Algorithm for Automatic

Recognition of Bangla Sign Language”

by Muhammad Aminur Rahman and his

colleagues [12], the author uses the novel

method for Bengali Hand Gesture

Recognition. The system captures his

hand gestures based on Hue and

Saturation, it detects the Openhand and



close hand to even simplify the process.

The image detects the edges and then

uses the KNN Algorithm which classifies

the Gesture and gives the output as to

which Alphabet it matches.These are the

codes to specify to speak secretly and

they will know what is the purpose to

move a direction to full file the problem

of ours. And also who can’t speak with

their mouth and they will speak with us

like a secret coding as Indian Sign

Language.

And also there is another

language there that is mainly for the

agents only useful because that agents

will be in other countries and they will

tell us like a video with the code as an

eye blinking code. It is like a eye blinking

code and that will tell a our country will

be occupied by like this they will tell like

this and our agents also will tell with the

eye blinking code with us to be secure

and then it will be more useful for us and

the agents also be safe for our secret

operation of the other countries and also

it will be more useful for us. And this is

not an Indian Sign Language this is for

only the agents and only the operation

checkers. This is the main operation for

our country developing in a few years as

a development. Those are called Eye

Blinking Operations And I will tell you a

letter coding in the eye blinking code.

Those are with the letters. Those are the

Eye Blinking with the others to prove and

then they can tell the country of the

evidence and also it can be useful for

many more of our careers and also it can

be useful for the coding language skills.

It will be more useful for our daily usage.

* -> Closed Eye

- ->Eye Blinked

A → * -

B → - * * *

C → - * - *

D → - * *

E → *

F → * * - *

G → - - *

H → * * * *

I → * *

J → * - - -

K → - * -

L → * - * *

M → - -

N → - *

O → - - -

P → * - - *

Q → - - * -

R → * - - *

S → * * *

T → -

U → * * -

V → * * * -

W → * - -

X → - * * -



Y → - * - -

Z → - - * *

These are the coding Language as

an Eye Coding Language and this is the

main coding language and we can’t

understand this coding and for this there

is a classes also we want to know this

coding language means then we need to

attend these classes and then we can

understand this coding languages and

then we can give a response to the deaf

persons also and also the signs with our

hands and we can prepare the coding

skills with them.

III. ACCURACY RATES AND

EXISTING

TECHNOLOGIES

Dr V Subedha, Sandhya M, Shree

Lakshmi, Swathi A, April 2021[1],

proposed a CNN method for Sign

Language Recognition and it was able to

classify the Sign Languages.

Keerthana P, Nishanth M, Karpaga

Vinayagam D, Alfred Daniel J, Sangeetha

K, March 2021[2], proposed the method of

Pattern Recognition using Computer

Vision Techniques for Recognition and

the method was able to recognise the

Sign Languages.

Yalan Gao, Cheng Xue, Ran Wang,

Xianwei Jiang, Feb 2021[3], proposed the

method of image segmentation and Fuzzy

Support Vector Machine. It achieved an

accuracy of 80%.

R. P. K N and V. Kumar, "A Composition of

Web Services Using the Markov Decision

Process and Long-Short Term Memory," 2022

Fourth International Conference on Emerging

Research in Electronics, Computer Science

and Technology (ICERECT), Mandya, India,

2022, pp. 1-5, doi:

10.1109/ICERECT56837.2022.10060278.

K. N. Raja Praveen and G. Sudhamsu, "Using

AIG in Verilog HDL, Autonomous Testing in a

Family of Wien Bridge Cross Transducers,"

2022 5th International Conference on

Contemporary Computing and Informatics

(IC3I), Uttar Pradesh, India, 2022, pp.

712-715, doi:

10.1109/IC3I56241.2022.10072853.

K. N. Raja Praveen and G. Sudhamsu, "Using

AIG in Verilog HDL, Autonomous Testing in a

Family of Wien Bridge Cross Transducers,"

2022 5th International Conference on

Contemporary Computing and Informatics

(IC3I), Uttar Pradesh, India, 2022, pp.

712-715, doi:

10.1109/IC3I56241.2022.10073147.

A. K. Saxena and R. P. K N, "An Examination

on Implementation of Deep Fake in Images

Through Deep Learning," 2022 Fourth

International Conference on Emerging

Research in Electronics, Computer Science

and Technology (ICERECT), Mandya, India,

2022, pp. 1-7, doi:

10.1109/ICERECT56837.2022.10060611.

S. Reddy and R. P. K N, "LPG Gas Detection



and Monitoring Using IoT," 2022 International

Interdisciplinary Humanitarian Conference for

Sustainability (IIHC), Bengaluru, India, 2022,

pp. 693-697, doi:

10.1109/IIHC55949.2022.10060195.

R. P. K N and R. Pasumarty, "Recognition of

Bird Species Using Multistage Training with

Transmission Learning," 2021 Fifth

International Conference on I-SMAC (IoT in

Social, Mobile, Analytics and Cloud)

(I-SMAC), Palladam, India, 2021, pp.

872-874, doi:

10.1109/I-SMAC52330.2021.9640676.

Dr.Rajapraveen, "ACCIDENT DETECTION

SYSTEM USING IOT BASED CLOUD

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY”IT in

Industry, Vol. 9, No.1, 2021.

Dr.Rajapraveen.k.N, "UTILITY OF

WASTEWATER FOR FARMING

USINGARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE" IT in

Industry, IT in Industry, Vol. 9, No.3, 2021. IT.

A. S, R. F. Johnson, R. k. N, M. T R and V. V,

"Predicting the number of new cases of

COVID-19 in India using Survival Analysis

and LSTM," 2021 Fifth International

Conference on I-SMAC (IoT in Social,

Mobile, Analytics and Cloud) (I-SMAC),

Palladam, India, 2021, pp. 1-4, doi:

10.1109/I-SMAC52330.2021.9640899.

K. N. Rajapraveen. and R. Pasumarty, "A

Machine Learning Approach for DDoS

Prevention System in Cloud Computing

Environment," 2021 IEEE International

Conference on Computation System and

Information Technology for Sustainable

Solutions (CSITSS), Bangalore, India, 2021,

pp. 1-6, doi:

10.1109/CSITSS54238.2021.9683768.

R. Pasumarty and R. P. K. N, "Secure

Chatroom Application using Advanced

Encryption Standard Algorithm," 2021

International Conference on Disruptive

Technologies for Multi-Disciplinary Research

and Applications (CENTCON), Bengaluru,

India, 2021, pp. 344-346, doi:

10.1109/CENTCON52345.2021.9688060.

NRP Kumar, Machine learning approach for

COVID-19 crisis using the clinical data, IJBB

Vol. 57, October 2020.

L. Mahmoud and R. Praveen, "Network

Security Evaluation Using Deep Neural

Network," 2020 15th International Conference

for Internet Technology and Secured

Transactions (ICITST), London, United

Kingdom, 2020, pp. 1-4, doi:

10.23919/ICITST51030.2020.9351326.

L. Mahmoud and R. Praveen, "Artificial

Neural Networks for detecting Intrusions: A

survey," 2020 Fifth International Conference

on Research in Computational Intelligence and

Communication Networks (ICRCICN),

Bangalore, India, 2020, pp. 41-48, doi:

10.1109/ICRCICN50933.2020.9296181.

Rajapraveen.k.N (2023) A Novel EHR Based

Extraction and Association Techniques to

Identify Prevalent Medical Conditions,

Volume 10 Issue 2, February-2023.

Rajapraveen.k.N (2022) "Cyber Frontier and

Infrastructure", International Journal of

Advanced Research in Innovative Discoveries

in Engineering and Applications,Vol.7, Issue

2,27 April 2022, pg. 1-9.



RajaPraveen.k.N (2021) A Survey Paper on

Malware Detection Techniques, International

Journal of Advanced Trends in Computer

Science and Engineering, ISSN 2278-3091

volume 10, no.2, march-April 2021.

RajaPraveen.k.N(2020) DDOS Attack

Detection Using Machine Learning Journal of

Emerging Technologies and Innovative

Research jetir-ISSN 2349-5162- Volume 7 |

Issue 6 | Year June-2020

RajaPraveen.k.N(2020) research contribution

in human computer interaction IJSART, ISSN

[ONLINE] : 2395-1052 Volume 6,Issue 9 in

September 2020.

Rajapraveen, (2020) Comparative

Performance of ML Algorithms in Modelling

Daylight in Indoor

Spaces,http://www.ijream.org/,Sep 2020, Vol –

06 , Issue –06.

Rajapraveen.k.N (2019) Biometric Approach

For Personal Recognition of Finger Vein

Images Using Charged Coupled Device

IJSART - Volume 5 Issue 6 –JUNE 2019 ISSN

[ONLINE]: 2395-1052

Rajapraveen.k.N (2019) SECURED

HONEYPOTS TO UNDERSTAND

ATTACKS TO CONTROL SYSTEMS

IJSART -IJSART - Volume 5 Issue 8 –

AUGUST 2019 ISSN [ONLINE]: 2395-1052

Rajapraveen Kumar N (2019) SMART

AGRICULTURE MONITORING SYSTEM,

Journal of the Gujarat Research

Society,Volume 21 Issue 8, August 2019.

Rajapraveen.k.N (2018) vehicular cloud

system using wsn,Volume 4,Issue 1 in January

2018, ISSN [ONLINE] : 2395-1052.

Rajapraveen.k.N (2017) A Trusted Model for

INFORMATION Dissemination in VANET

Using Cloud Computing Technology(2017)

ISSN No. 0976-5697.

Rajapraveen.k.N(2017) Developing a Security

Model for VANET using cloud Computing,

Volume 5 Issue XII December 2017.

Rajapraveen.K.N, “A Comprehensive Review

Of Various Suspicious Email Detection

Techniques”, IEEE, Second International

Conference on Electrical, Electronics,

Information and Communication Technologies

(ICEEICT 2023).

Muhammad Aminur Rahaman,

Mahmood Jasim, Md. Haider Ali, Md.

Hasanuzzaman, August 2018[12],

proposed a method using KNN

Algorithm and Hue Saturation Method

for Bangla Sign Languages. The

proposed method achieved an accuracy of

95.50%.

Rajapraveen.K.N, "An Innovation of

Differential Unit Tests based Smart Industrial

Automation Software Debugging Tool." IEEE

International Conference On Distributed

Computing And Electrical Circuits And

Electronics (ICDCECE-2023).

Velmula, Keerthi Reddy and Linginani, Indira

and Reddy, Kalali Bhargav and Meghana,

Palsa and Aruna, Aounti, 2021[4]. The

proposed system included Gaussian Blur,

Segmentation and was implemented using

Convolutional Neural Network. The proposed

method was able to classify the sign language.



Rajapraveen.K.N, “The Intelligent Information

Integrity Model to Ensure the Database

Protection using Blockchain in Cloud

Networking, IEEE International Conference

On Distributed Computing And Electrical

Circuits And Electronics (ICDCECE-2023).

Prof. Pratiksha Shevatekar, Abhishree

Khangar, Vaibhav Andhare, Sneha Amin, Anuj

Iyer, 2020[5]. The proposed system included

HAAR Classifier, Brute Force Search

Algorithm, AdaBoost and other algorithms.

The best accuracy achieved was from GMM

and Fuzzy Set II for Auto Thresholding.

Rajapraveen.K.N, "An innovation

development of Neuro Controller for

Condition Monitoring and smart industrial

instrumentation" IEEE International

Conference On Distributed Computing And

Electrical Circuits And Electronics

(ICDCECE-2023).

Yugam Bajaj, Puru Malhotra, 2020[6], proposed

3 methods which were k-Nearest Neighbour

Classifier, Random Forest Classifier and

Neural Method. The accuracy achieved was

93% for each of them.

Omkar Vedak, Prasad Zavre, Abhijeet Todkar,

Manoj Patil, April 2019[7], the proposed

method contained two stages: first, Hand

Segmentation and second, Hand sign

recognition. The overall accuracy achieved by

the system was 88%.

Yasir Niaz Khan, Syed Atif Mehdi, December

2002[8], the proposed method included sensor

with Neural Network implementation. The

overall accuracy achieved was 88%.

Rajapraveen.k.N (2012) Privacy Protection in

Cloud computing by using Cryptographic

Technique (2012) 2278-0661.

Vivek Bheda, N. Dianna Radpour, Oct 2017[10],

the approach was basic supervised learning

using mini-gradient stochastic gradient

descent, the CNN architecture was used to

classify the sign language. The overall

accuracy achieved was 82.5%.

Rajapraveen.k.N (2012) Extraction of Energy

from Earth’s Womb(2012) 2278-8719.

Simon Lang, Marco Block, Raul Rojas, April

2012[9], the proposed method was based on

Microsoft Kinect with Hidden Markov Models

and Dragonfly Framework. The method was

able to classify the Sign Language.

Rajapraveen.k.N (2012) Privacy in Bluetooth

Using Cryptographic Technique (2012)

0976-5697.

Ching-Hua Chuan, Eric Regina, Caroline

Guardino, December 2014[11], proposed a

method by using the Leap Motion Sensor with

Machine Learning technique k-Nearest

Neighbor and Support Vector Machine. The

achieved highest accuracy was 83.39%.

Rajapraveen.k.N (2012) Health Care

Application in Mobile (2012) 2277 128X

Rajapraveen.k.N (2012) Proper Utilization of

Waste Water for Farming Purpose in

Agriculture with Effective Software Support

(2012)

IV. CONCLUSION

A comparison of different “Sign

Language Recognition” methods are

analyzed and inspected. From the study it



is seen that most of the study revolves

around the American Sign Language and

there is limited research being done in the

Indian Sign Language domain. The

existing work focuses more on Alphabets

and Numerics rather than on real world

words. The existing proposed methods

use Machine Learning and a lot of

pre-processing has to be done before

passing the data to the models. Some of

the methods use devices which are hard

to set up for a normal person for the

usage. Finally in future, the research

work can be carried out by using Deep

Learning Techniques such as Transfer

Learning like the Single Shot Detection

Mobilenet v2 or by using Mediapipe with

it. And also we can give the Army also as

a coding language for knowing the

designs of the other countries and we can

design our own products from it.
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